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burstburst
(verb)

1. If you blow up a balloon too much
or prick it with a pin, it will burstburst,
or pop.

2. When I blow bubbles, my dog
likes to burstburst them with her teeth.

3. The word burstburst can mean to
explode with emotion, such as
bursting into tears or laughter.

noisenoise
(noun)

1. A noisenoise is like a loud, irritating
sound.

2. The noisenoise from the traffic outside
makes it hard to sleep.

3. Other words for noisenoise include
racket, clatter, and sound.

noticenotice
(verb)

1. In science class, the students will
noticenotice, or observe, what happens
when celery is placed in colored
water.

2. He happened to overlook, or not
noticenotice, that his coat fell off the

hook.

3. Her good friends noticenotice when she's
feeling sad or mad.
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quietquiet
(adjective)

1. A quietquiet street is calm, not busy.

2. Our dishwasher is noisy, not
quietquiet.

3. Of our three cats, Venus is quietquiet,
Mars is quieter, and Saturn is the
quietest.

shareshare
(verb)

1. When you shareshare something, you
let someone else use it too.

2. I won't shareshare my toothbrush, but
I will shareshare my crayons.

3. My little brother doesn't have a
wagon, so I shareshare mine with him.

sprinklesprinkle
(verb)

1. When you sprinklesprinkle something, you
scatter it lightly over the surface of
something else, such as sunflower seeds
on a salad.

2. It started to sprinklesprinkle, or rain lightly, a
few minutes ago, so the roads are a bit

slick.

3. The last step in the cake recipe is to
sprinklesprinkle chopped walnuts on top.
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suddenlysuddenly
(adverb)

1. SuddenlySuddenly means happening in an
instant without any warning.

2. The driver suddenlysuddenly, or quickly,
turned left without signaling.

3. An illness may develop suddenlysuddenly
or slowly.

wonderfulwonderful
(adjective)

1. My cousin plays wonderfulwonderful music
on the violin.

2. WonderfulWonderful can mean full of
wonder, or awe and delight.

3. Meera is having a wonderfulwonderful, or
fantastic, time on the camping
trip.
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WORD SMART
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Record a vocabulary word in each word box. Then write a synonym and an antonym,
draw a picture, and define each word. Use each word in a sentence on the back of this worksheet.

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym

Word Picture

Synonym

Antonym
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Definition  

Definition  



burstburst
to break apart suddenly;

to explode
(verb)

noisenoise
a sound or sounds that

are often loud or
unpleasant to hear

(noun)

noticenotice
to see, pay attention to,

or be aware of
(verb)



quietquiet
making little or no noise;

calm or peaceful
(adjective)

shareshare
to have, use, or enjoy

something with another
person
(verb)

sprinklesprinkle
to scatter loosely; to rain

lightly
(verb)



suddenlysuddenly
happening fast and

without warning
(adverb)

wonderfulwonderful
very good; causing

wonder
(adjective)
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DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

hard  chop  smear  giving  nowhere  keep

whisper  care

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. QuietQuiet  is to loud ...as... softsoft  is to 

2. BurstBurst  is to explode ...as... cutcut is to 

3. ShareShare  is to sharing ...as... givegive  is to 

4. NoticeNotice  is to miss ...as... returnreturn is to 

5. NoiseNoise  is to quiet ...as... shoutshout is to 

.

.

.

.

.
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ANALOGIES
DAY 2
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Name:Name:   

An analogyanalogy shows a relationship between two sets of words. The words in the first pair must have the same
relationship as the words in the second pair. To complete an analogy with a missing word, you must first
discover the relationship between the completed pair. (Example: Cat is to meow as dog is to bark.)

hard  keep  chop  care  smear  nowhere

whisper  giving

INSTRUCTIONS: Determine the relationship between the first pair of words. Then use the words in the
word box to complete the second pair of words.

1. WonderfulWonderful  is to wonder ...as... carefulcareful  is to 

2. SuddenlySuddenly  is to slowly ...as... everywhereeverywhere  is to 

3. SprinkleSprinkle  is to scatter ...as... spreadspread is to 

.

.

.
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Name:Name:   

noise  notice  share  burst  wonderful

sprinkle  quiet  suddenly

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. There is only one red marker, so let's  it.

2. You can hardly hear the  electric car.

3. When balloons , they make a loud noise.

4. If you are aware of something, you  it.

5. A plane makes  when it takes off.
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Name:Name:   

sprinkle  noise  notice  wonderful  quiet

burst  suddenly  share

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the vocabulary words in the word box above to complete the sentences below.

1. When we make some kinds of cookies, we  powdered
sugar on top.

2. I was playing at home when I  heard a big crash outside.

3. It's  that you can come to my party.
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Name:Name:   

A synonymsynonym is a word that has the same or almost the same meaning as another word. (Example:
hot/burning)

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the words in the left-hand column. Then list at least two synonyms for each word in
the right-hand column. Use one of the synonyms to write a complete sentence for each word.

noisenoise
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

noticenotice
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

quietquiet
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

suddenlysuddenly
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.

wonderfulwonderful
Synonyms:

Sentence:

.
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Use what you know about the vocabulary words to complete the following sentences.

1. I do not like to shareshare  .

2. One thing that can burstburst  is .

3. I had a wonderfulwonderful  time .

4. One thing you might sprinklesprinkle  on soup is .

5. Did you noticenotice  the lights go out in the ?

6. One thing that is quietquiet  is .

7. An example of noisenoise  is .

8. SuddenlySuddenly  I saw .
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Name:Name:   

INSTRUCTIONS: Choose the best answer to complete each statement.

1. To burst does not mean to 
.

2. Another word for noise is not
.

3. My back was turned, so I
didn't notice .

4. Quiet is the same as 
.

a break apart
b explode
c wither

a quiet
b sound
c clatter

a the aroma of their food
b who came in
c the door slam

a busy
b calm
c noisy

5. When you share something,
you let someone else 

 it.

6. If it starts to sprinkle, 
.

7. Something that happens
suddenly does not take place

.

8. You probably wouldn't have
a wonderful time at .

a look at
b break
c use

a the wind is blowing
b it is raining
c it is snowing

a without warning
b quickly
c slowly

a a bad movie
b your best friend's house
c a circus
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burst

noise

notice
Place

picture
here.



quiet

share

sprinkle



suddenly
Place

picture
here.

wonderful
Place

picture
here.


